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ABSTRACT
For given depths of the terms s,t1, ...,tn a formula will be proved to calculate the
depth of the composed term s(t1, ..., tn) and if σ is a hypersubstitution and t is a term
we derive a formula for the depth of δ….
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1. Introduction

At first we remember of the following definition of terms. Let X:{51:1, .. .,τη, ..…]
be any countably infinite (standard) alphabet of variables and let Χη:{51:1, ...,τη]
be an n—element alphabet. Let (|.ι-)ί€[ be an indexed set which is disjoint from X.
Each ή; is called an ηµών operation symbol where …- ξ 1 is a natural number. Let
T be a function which assigns to every |.the number m as its arity. The function T
or the sequence of values of T, written as (…),-61, is called a type. An n-ary term of
type T is defined inductively as follows:

(i) The variables 3:1, ...µε… are n—ary terms.

(ii) If t1,...,tm are ri-ary terms and if fi is an ni—ary operation symbol then
χει-(η, . . . ,ϊ….) is an n—ary term.

(iii) Let ΨΤ(Χπ) be the smallest set which contains 11:1, . . . ,τη and is closed under
finite application of (ii). Every t € ΨΤ(Χη) is called an n—ary term of type T.

We remark that by this definition every n-ary term is also (n+ 1)—ary. The set
WT(X) ::US;WT(Xn) is the set of all terms of type T.


